SMART THINKING IN PRINTING
• Company founded in 1990 › Helder Printing
• MBO 1993 › Name change
• Acquisition 2012 › Dhr. van de Mortel

**Employees**
• 21 FTE
• 2 trainees (middle and higher level)

**Meta + Fas**
• Meta = self contained (Greek)
• Fas = French pronunciation of English word ‘face’
wide **product range**

complete top technology

- membrane switches
- front foils
- touchscreens
- industrial graphics
- cutting / milling
- grouting work potting
- printing on glass
- housing
our market segments
with a wide focus

- health care
- ship-building
- process control
- engineering
- industry
- electronics
our strength
custom made

- speed
- flexibility
- quality
the best technology

the utmost quality

• production
• finishing
• mechanical processing
• artwork / design
• prototyping
• printed electronics
• engraving technology
**assembly capacity**

for the perfect finishing

- pick & place
- glueing
- adhesives
- soldering
printing on glass
printed electronics

SMART THINKING IN PRINTING
innovate and improve
constant focus

- led applications
- hybrid electronics
- RFID antennas
- loudspeakers
innovative partners
to continuously stay ahead

• Holst Centre
• Technical University Eindhoven
• TNO
a few of our clients

AME  ASW  BESTRONICS  JPPARKING  MICROFAN  VDL

-i-o-CONTRONICS  Convotherm  DD  Vickers & Van Dijk  VOSTERMANS

DANIELSON  EATON  entrhal  WPS  Van Der Lande

TOTAL SUPPORT GROUP  Honeywell  Hotraco Group  TRIPLE EYE  MAGNA CARTA  PHILIPS

SMART THINKING IN PRINTING
SMART THINKING IN PRINTING

Prototyping • Full color printing • Screen printing • Pad printing • Plotting • Assembly • Cutting/Milling • Sealing
Touchscreens • Mechanical processing • Membrane switches • Industrial graphics • Front foils • Printing on glass
Printed electronics • Hybrid electronics • Loudspeakers • LED applications • RFID antennas • Smart sensing • Smart packaging

www.metafas.nl